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Elizabeth Sabiston, Private Sphere to World Stage from Austen to Eliot
(Hampshire: Ashgate, 2(08), pp 214. ISBN 978 0 7546 6174 O.
Elizabeth Sabiston's Private Sphere to World Stage from Austen to Eliot is a somewhat
perplexing book. Ostensibly, Sabiston sets out to contribute to ongoing discussions about the
difficulties faced by nineteenth-century women writers, who 'were confronted with the
dilemma of effecting an elision of public and private spheres' (2). The first three chapters, on
Persuasion and Northanger Abbey, lane Eyre, and Wuthering Heights, argue that the central
protagonist of each novel offers an image of confident female authorship. Anne Elliot is
presented as a heroine who 'against all odds ... strives for autonomy' (36), Jane Eyre moves
from making amateur drawings to penning her autobiography, and Cathy's book is identified
as the core of Emily Bronte's novel. Each argument is wrapped inside a highly detailed analysis
of the novelists' language. However, the theme of female autonomy becomes increasingly
muted in the remaining chapters which, devoted to Elizabeth Gaskell's and Harriet Beecher
Stowe's literary relationship, and, finally, Daniel Deronda, are best read as separate reflections.
The chapter on Daniel Deronda can easily be read independently from the rest of the study. It
opens with a summary of Amos Gitat'S film Kadosh (1999), whose rapport with Eliot's final
novel is not explained. Instead, Sabiston presents her argument that the 'key to the unity of
Daniel Deronda ... is ... a hidden allusion to Shakespeare's The Merchant of Venice' (153),
namely the moment in Act IV, Scene I, when Shylock addresses Portia, disguised as a male
lawyer, as 'Daniel come to judgment'. Having drawn attention to this androgynous moment,
Sabiston perpetuates a tradition reaching as far back as Leslie Stephen's early response to the
novel in asserting that Eliot gave her eponymous hero 'feminine' qualities. The study goes on
to argue that 'we need to view Deronda and Gwendolen together, as alter egos' (155), with
Deronda's feminine qualities balanced against Gwendolen's more masculine ones. Indeed,
despite the chapter's introduction, Sabiston is less interested in the novel's Jewish portions than
in the interwoven destinies of Daniel and Gwendolen. The remainder of the chapter traces the
development of the two characters. In the process, Sabiston raises a number of engaging ideas,
such as the suggestion that the relationship between the two characters is less that of potential
lovers than an echo of the fluid and complementary relationship between Lydgate and
Dorothea in Middlemarch. The chapter - and indeed the study as a whole - is at its best when
Sabiston engages in close readings, providing rich interpretations of Eliot's language and
drawing attention to the underlying unity of the novel. Sabiston is less convincing in tying her
conclusions to the overall concern of the study: if, at the end of Daniel Deronda, Gwendolen
is 'offered no hope for even partial achievement in her circumscribed world' (186), it is left
unclear how a progression from 'private sphere to world stage' has been achieved.
The author uses F. R. Leavis's 1960 Harper Torchbook edition of Daniel Deronda, and her
indebtedness to Leavis's work is clear. This choice of edition if symptomatic, however, of a
wider and problematic reluctance to consider recent scholarship. A lengthy section that
explores Eliot's use of Madonna Pia's story could have benefited from a glance at Sophia
Andres's The Pre-Raphaelite Art of the Victorian Novel (2005). It feels somewhat unnecessary,
today, to set out to prove that 'Jane Austen was an artist who knew exactly what she was doing'
(14), especially in the light of Kathryn Sutherland's lane Austen s Textual Lives, from
Aeschylus to Bollywood (2005). Similarly, Elizabeth Gaskell's merits have become commonly
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accepted, and Sabiston's defensive justification of Gaskell as a subject seems superfluous,
notably thanks to Jenny Uglow's efforts.
Instead of building on recent critical developments, Sabiston demonstrates a clear desire to
embrace a more unorthodox approach. The most striking features of the study are its curious
shape and tone, which frequently overshadow the author's fresh insights. Sabiston draws upon
an impressive, and often bewildering, range of literary and cultural allusions. These are
sometimes used in order to trace the influence of one author upon another, as with Charlotte
Bronte's impact on Herman Melville. More often than not, however, they simply point to
essentially superficial similarities and are abandoned as abruptly as they appear. Elizabeth
Elliot in Persuasion is compared to 'a Gina Lollobrigida, who reportedly refused to smile
broadly, laugh, or, presumably, cry, in order to avoid wrinkles' (44). When discussing Jane
Eyre's reluctance to reveal the extent of her sufferings after her departure from Thornfield,
Sabiston notes that Huck Finn responds in a comparable manner (61). We are informed that
Thackeray was played by the corpulent actor Sydney Greenstreet in the 1946 film Devotion
(73) before an allusion to the biblical punishment for adultery in lane Eyre prompts a
commentary on castration images in Ralph Ellison's 1952 novel The Invisible Man (79).
References extend as far as Sabiston's immediate family, including the author's mother who,
we are informed, considered Emma Woodhouse to be an "'an interfering little bitch'" (33). The
dizzying effect of such accumulated parallels is compounded by an abundance of discursive
footnotes, of which there are over three hundred, including a significant number that swallow
half of the page. This does not prevent patchy scholarly referencing: numerous vague allusions
are made to 'the film version' of Persuasion (there are in fact two, in addition to two miniseries), we are told about 'speculation' that Dickens was consciously seeking to follow
Charlote Bronte's lead in using a female narrator for Bleak House (57) and that 'one critic' has
commented on the ominous conclusion of Rochester's proposal to Jane Eyre (75).
The study's overall effect on the reader is that of attending a divertingly dynamic, wideranging, and slightly eccentric lecture. The greater coherence and consistency that can be
expected from a scholarly monograph is lacking. However, readers may find pleasure in
dipping into the work for its perceptive close readings of, and unconventional approach to, a
selection of seminal nineteenth-century novels.
Juliette Atkinson
The Open University
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